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PROVABILITY IN THE ALTERNATIVE SET THEORY 
M. ŘESL, A. SOCHOR 

Abstract: We demonstrate that every proof of finite 
length of a finite formula can be modified to a finite proof. 
We show which proofs can be replaced by finite proofs. 
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Secondary 03F99 

In the alternative set theory (AST) we have two types of 

natural numbers; finite natural numbers which play the role 

of classical natural numbers and natural numbers (general, pos

sibly infinite) which finitenes3 is only formal. In this sen

se we have two types of formulas (finite and general)-, two ty

pes of proof8, provabilities and consistences. Let us remind 

we use the word "finite" to express the notion constructed 

with respect to finite natural numbers (see £S 13 and tR 13). 

Finite formulas have the main importance for us and we have 

been formulating main results on them; general formulas have 

an auxiliary value. 

The aim of this article is to examine the connection be

tween the provability and finite provability. Let <p be a fi

nite formula (of some language) which is provable (provable 

means provable in the predicate calculus). Under what condi-
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tions is this formula finitely provable? Assume d the proof 

of 9 .We may suppose the formulas in d do not contain ot

her nonlogical symbols than these contained in cp • Thus 

all symbols in formulas in d are finite-ary. We have four 

possibilities: 

1. The proof d has an infinite length and formulas in 

d are general (possibly infinite). In this case <p need not 

be finitely provable. Moreover the statement: "Every provab

le finite formula is finitely provable" is independent of 

the axioms of AST: when the axiom of elementary equivalence 

(V s FV) is assumed, then the statement is true, and when we 

add the axiom -.Con.-,--, (AST with this axiom is consistent. 
ZFfin 

see IS 31), then it is false. 

2. d has an infinite length but contains only finite 

formulas. As there are only count ably many finite formulas 

in the language of gp and d is a set, there is only a finite 

number of different formulas in d. Form d* from d by omitting 

all formulas except their first occurence. Certainly d' is 

finite proof of g? and <p is finitely provable. 

3. d has a finite length but contains arbitrary formu

las. We show as the main result of this article that 9 is 

finitely provable in this case. 

4* d has a finite length and contains only finite for

mulas. Then 99 is finitely provable according to the defini

tion. 

Thus it remains to prove the following theorem: 

Theorem. Let y be a finite formula provable by a proof 

of a finite length. Then y is finitely provable. 
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Proof. In the proof of p there may be arbitrary vari

ables, possibly x ^ with infinite oc • For the constructio» 

b«low we will understand these variables to be finite terms 

and consider that they do not break finiteness of a formula. 

At the end of our proof we show how to replace them by vari

ables with finite indexes. 

Let c be a fixed constant symbol in our language (if the

re is none, add one new constant symbol). Let t be a term. 

Set 

r t if -T is finite 

*• Cj otherwise. 

When p is one of formulas ""ly5^ P±—*" P29 ^ x ^ l » we 8ay 

that p l $ J>2
 resP» is an imaOdiate subforroula of £ . Let P be 

a finite set of formulas.In each formula^ in P , replace any 

term t by tr* • Î t VQ be a set of such obtained formulas 

from V . Proceed the construction by induction setting F -

the set of all formulas of V and all immediate subformulas 

of formulas of r n. Take now T1* = f. - T^,A the class of 

atomic formulas. For p e T*u (fcnA) define 

r p, if p is finite 

<?** \ 

i c s c, otherwise. 

Then define (np ) * ic -rp* , i p x —* i?2**
 s p\—^ p*2

 9 

((V x) p )*JB: (v'x)p* . We prove by induction that for any 

<p e Tf-f the formula p * is defined. Let p> e V 5* If p is 

atomic then £>r is defined. Let p be not atomic and let for 

at least one immediate subformula p / of p have p ' $ "T *• 

Then p e P* and p * is defined. If p ' is any immediate 
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subformula of p so that j>' e V--, then by induction h y ^ 

thesis p'* is defined; thus p * is defined in the remain

ing case. 

Notice that any p * is finite and if p is finite then 

m* and m are equal* 

Let 0 ) , , , , , , ^ be the proof of <p , set F s { c f p . . , 

• • •» 9n* • We snow 9 1 »• • • t 9*n is a pr°°--* of ̂  . If 9^ 

is one of axioms (cf. e.g. [V-H.4 § 2 ch. I) 

^ l " ^ ( lK2-^Y1) 

(tjr1—» Cy 2-» y 3))—> ((yx—> y2>—> lYx—* y3)) 

h ^ i y 2)—> (y 2—> y-,) 

( V x ) ( y 1 — > T 2 ) — > ( Y i — > <Yx)y 2) 

(Vx)y(x) —-> y ( r ) 

then >̂.j is again an axiom of the same type. If ^ is an 

identity or equality axiom, then it is a finite formula and 

<jp • is cp. ( cp is a finite formula, as above we assume all 

the Cfi 's are in the language of cpn). If ̂  ia derived by 

the rule modus ponents from cpif q>-—> 9^, then g>T is de

rived from cp*i , g A — > %>\ • If 9̂ -n: (V x) y . is derived 

by the generalization rule from g?j, then cp* 2: ( V x ) ^ is 

derived from qfc • Every tf£ is a finite formula with the 

exception that it may contain variables with infinite index

es. The number of such variables in all qf\ 's is finite, 

thus we can replace them by finite variables (variables with 

finite indexes). This completes the proof. 

In the theorem we considered the provability only in the 

predicate calculus. But it is easy to extend our result for 

provability in some concrete theories. The only requirement 
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we need is: if y is an axiom of the theory then if* is al

so an axiom. It is obvious when y is a finite formula (it 

is the case of e.g. GBdel-Bernays set theory). But the exten

sion of our result is also true for some theories having in

finite axioms in its formalization, e.g. for Peano arithme

tics, AST, Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory and others. These the

ories have axioms which are finite formulas and axioa~a enemas*, 

e.g. the schema (SyKVzKzeyas <p (z,x-,,... ,»_. )). If -y e 

G P
0
 denotes this formula then y* is the formula 

(3y)(VzKzey s ( cp{ztx1$... -.x̂  ))* ) 

which is also an axiom of the same type. (For this reason it 

would be sometimes necessary to stop the construction of P 's 

at some bigger n than n = 5 as we made above.) 

Thus we see that for some common metamathematical theori

es T, if T and (T is its formalization and finite formaliza

tion in AST respectively (see [S 1]), then if a finite formula 

(jj> is provable in T with a proof of finite length then 

"p 
<Гt-_ 9 
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